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definition of mugwump in english oxford dictionaries
â€˜Webster calls himself a Mugwump, but the mug and wump usually
lean over the conservative side of the fence.â€™ â€˜Whether they're
Republicans, Democrats, mugwumps or what have you, they don't like
it.â€™
brew definition of brew in english by oxford dictionaries
â€˜He brewed up some tea and started a fire while Jocelyn dried her face
and cleaned herself up a little.â€™ â€˜She had brewed up some sassafras
tea and given him a mug to drink in front of the fire.â€™
list of south african english regionalisms wikipedia
This is a list of words used in mainstream South African English but not
usually found in other dialects of the English language. For
internationally common English words of South African origin, see List
of English words of Afrikaans origin
google definition of google by merriam webster
Recent Examples on the Web. Years later, while trying to reconcile his
past, Mr. Kaphar googled his father and found his mug shot along with
those of 97 other menâ€”mostly African-Americanâ€”with the exact
same first and last name as his birth father. â€” Joe Barrett, WSJ,
"MacArthur â€˜Genius Grantâ€™ Winners Include Sci-Fi Junkie and an
MIT Economist," 4 Oct. 2018 By googling how to rob a ...
up definition for english language learners from merriam
Definition of up written for English Language Learners from the
Merriam-Webster Learner's Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage
examples, and count/noncount noun labels.
singlish vocabulary wikipedia
Word origins. Singlish vocabulary formally takes after British English (in
terms of spelling and abbreviations), although naming conventions are in
a mix of American and British ones (with American ones on the rise). For
instance, local media have "sports pages" (sport in British English) and
"soccer coverage" (soccerâ€”originally slang for association
footballâ€”while used in Britain, is more ...
the food timeline history notes meals holiday entertaining
What is a "square meal?" What is a square meal? Excellent question with
no simple answers. There are two primary schools of thought: (1)
Symbolic/metaphoric (a "square meal" is a substantial, satisfying repast)
and (2) An actual scientific analysis proposed by a British physician in
the 1920s. Shaped, to make it easier for people to understand, like a
square.
origins of words expressions and cliches businessballs
Cliches and expressions give us many wonderful figures of speech and
words in the English language, as they evolve via use and mis-use alike.
Many cliches and expressions - and wo
cunt a cultural history of the c word matthew hunt
The c-word, 'cunt', is perhaps the most offensive word in the English
language, and consequently it has never been researched in depth. Hugh
Rawson's Dictionary Of Invective contains the most detailed study of
what he calls "The most heavily tabooed of all English words" (1989),
though his article is only five pages long. Cunt: A Cultural History Of
The C-Word is therefore intended as the ...
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